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have been long forgotten, and little Ignas would naturally
cling affectionately to his sturdy father, from whom he
inherited his cheerful mind. Little Antonina is more
restrained, looking with a calm loftiness straight into the
camera. M. Runowski is the only one whose eyes turn
away to escape the inquisitive lens, as though he were not
feeling at ease in this family picture, in which the spirit
of bourgeois comfort is playing such a visible role. It is
rather M. Runowski, with the deep shadows under his eyes
and with the thin greyish hair and beard of Dostoievsky,
sitting rigidly in a carved chair, who might have been driven
through the prisons of the Okhrana.
Little Ignas cared as little for preparing his music lessons
and for playing scales as he did for the ordinary school work
or the French lessons with a French governess. He did not
mind settling down at the piano and playing what fancy led
him to play. But climbing trees and misbehaving with a
good grace were his real passion. Even so, it was soon
discovered that his love of music and his talent for it were
above the average. After M. Runowski had gone, the piano
lessons were continued with a M. Sowinski, and eventually,
when the boy was approaching his twelfth year, the father
decided that his son could no longer enrich his knowledge
of music in the forsaken estate in Volhynia, and that he
should be taken to the capital. He himself would convey
the boy to Warsaw.
There are two kinds of pianists : those who are entirely
wrapped up in their playing and can hear themselves only
from within, and those who are at once both artist and
audience. The first are to themselves, while playing, the
centre of the universe, the second are at one with it. Little
Ignas may have felt himself the centre of the universe, as
most young artists do, but at the same time he was too much
interested in the reactions of that universe to that particular
centre and in the universe itself to become introspective.

